
• The experience of others they know about directly
• Stories they have read

They should arrange these along a line graph such as the one illustrated above to have a 
sense of the different perspectives that can be discussed in a response to the topic.

14. Creative tools / Persuasive Tools / Expository Tools:

Creative:

Creative responses to a thematic unit can help students have a rich understanding of a text.  
Often as teachers we avoid creative responses at a senior level because we feel that many 
students do not have the creative capacity to write a good imaginative response or that we 
as teachers do have the creative capacity ourselves to support students to write good 
creative responses. Here’s a number of creative options we can use with our students to get  
the best out of them creatively:

• Mash up characters - ‘Mash up’ is a genre that has emerged in popular film, novels and 
music over the past decade. It involve taking elements from two distinct, but easily 
recognised texts/genres and mashing them together. Pride and Prejudice and Zombies is 
perhaps the best know ‘mash up’ novel. Students can have fun creating their own mash 
ups and in the process show their understanding of different text types and different 
perspectives on the topic being studied. Here’s some ways this can be done -

a) If you’ve looked at two narrative texts for the unit, students can mash up the 
protagonists from each text. What would happen if they met and had a discussion? What 
would they talk about?

b) Students identify the genre of the main text that has been studied for a unit, and then 
list all the examples they can think of novels or films from a distinctly different genre. 
Now they can do several things - i) Take the protagonist from the text being studied, and 
insert them into a situation from a text from a different genre. What would happen; ii) 
Take the protagonist from a text from a different genre, and insert them into the 
situation from the text being studied. What would happen? iii) Change the genre of the 
text being studied. What would happen if they turned it from a drama to a zombie film, 
or from a tragedy to a comedy? How can the same issues be looked at, but in a different 
way?

• Character POV - This is persuasive writing in a creative context. Students choose a 
character from the text being studied, and, assuming that character’s persona and writing 
in the first person, justify (in terms of the theme for the unit), major decisions the 
character made in the text. For example, if Macbeth was being studied for Power and 
Corruption, students could write a persuasive from Macbeth’s perspective that argues, 
‘Why I wasn’t (or was) wrong to do what I did.’

• Creating new stories - Story creation works best when students a) understand the 
elements of a good story and b) generate a large number of characters and story 
scenarios and choose the best one to write on. Like the activity below, story generation 
can work best when students start with pictures in their mind. This activity can be done 
as a class. All students can start by searching for images to do with the topic being 
studied. After this, they can generate as many story element statements as possible. They 
should try to generate statements in each of the three areas listed below (setting, 
character and motivation, complication):
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a) A sentence describing a setting and its impact (a crowded street where you can easily get 
lost)

b) A sentence describing a character and what they want (a feisty old man who wants to be 
listened to...)

c) A sentence describing a problem that happens and why (People are left out because 
society is prejudiced)

Students can write these on post-it-notes or slip of paper and stick them on a whiteboard 
or pin then on a pin board somewhere around the classroom. This will create a big bank of 
ideas. After this, students can browse through the ideas a setting, character and problem 
that go well together in terms of exploring the topic of the unit.

• Vignettes / Reflections - Creative writing doesn’t always need to be narrative. Descriptive 
or vignette writing can be rich in detail and capture the essence of a unit being studied, 
without necessarily being long or having a definite beginning, middle and end. This 
writing can work best when students seek to capture ‘moments’ and describe these. One 
way students can start doing this is by going about collecting a range of pictures on a unit 
being studied. Once they have collected a range of pictures, they can then choose the best 
3-4 pictures. Their descriptive writing can then become about capturing and describing 
the moment that is being represented in this picture. The point is not necessarily to tell a 
story, but to give a sense of the feeling or ideas being represented by the picture.

Expository:

Expository writing is normally in response to prompt statements such as:

• The future is in us all.
• Laws may be black and white, but justice is not.
• A society will never work unless the people have power.
• The travels we undertake in our mind are far more important than where we physically 

go.
• There is no such thing as a sense of ‘Australian identity.’
• We have no choice but to live in the global village.

Understanding the scope of response -

One thing we need to train our students to do is to understand the scope of responses they 
can make to the prompt. This is because many students fall into the trap of thinking they 
can only agree with what the topic says. In fact there are three types of responses students 
can make:

• Agree or disagree - completely take one side or the other.
• Partially agree or disagree - only accept or reject the statement to a certain extent.
• Yes/No, but moreover - fully or partially agree or disagree, but also show how there is 

another more important idea that is left out of this statement.

Different topics will provide students with different opportunities to make the above 
responses. In order to get students thinking about this, give them 5-10 practice topics. 
They must read through and nominate for each whether they would agree (a) or disagree 
(d) or partly agree (pa) or partly disagree (pd) or yes, but more (ybm) or no, but more 
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(nbm). At the end, they must have nominated at least two agree/disagrees, two partly 
agree/partly disagree, and two yes/no but mores.

Compare and contrast writing:

Expository writing is a very nebulous term. In terms of essay format, our students can have 
a much more concrete idea of what expository writing is if we call it compare and contrast 
writing. Using a strategy such as the one above in activity 7, students can see how example 
from the text fit into the context of other examples. This can be an effective planning 
device for a compare and contrast essay - students lists as many examples relevant to the 
topic is possible from the text, other texts and the ‘real world’ and then divide these into 
paragraphs to form the basis of an essay.

What symbolises...for me is...

Visuals can be the basis for expository writing as well as 
creative writing. Once again, students can do a key 
word search to find visuals for their topic. This time 
they should take careful note of where their pictures 
come from - what is their exact context. We want 
students to find a picture that epitomises the nature of 
the topic for them - of what they believe about the 
topic.

For example, for a unit on Australian Identity, students 
might say: “What symbolises encountering conflict for me is this picture of Simpson and 
his donkey at Gallipoli. This picture was taken....”

The picture (or a number of related pictures) should become the stimulus for a reflective 
essay on the topic.

Persuasive:

Persuasive writing is an effective option for a response because students are clear about the 
features of a persuasive piece and have typically been writing persuasive pieces since Year 
7. The examiners said in their report on the 2011 exam that:

Few students attempted a persuasive approach but many who did were successful.

The key for this style of writing is to:

a) Turn the prompt into a proposition. Prompts are written in an essay style format. In 
order to respond to it persuasively, students need to ‘translate’ it into an argument 
prompt. For example, for a unit on Home, we might give students the prompt: ‘Home is 
not a place, but a feeling of belonging.’ In order to turn this into a persuasive prompt 
students need to do three things - i) use a version of ‘must’ or ‘should’; ii) refer to the 
topic; iii) propose an action - i.e - ‘We must not just build people homes, but give them a 
sense of being part of us if they are ever to belong here.’
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b) Students need to use examples from the text (and other places) effectively to support 
their proposition. However, coming up with an effective persuasive statement is the 
most important step for them to be able to identity good examples. However, the 
following graphic organiser will also help students first think of examples from the text 
being studied and then examples from other places:

Who does this refer to? Why is it true? How will it happen?
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